Abstract: The construction technology market is competitive and complicated, due to the high-risk of digital technology utilisation in construction projects and the conservative character of construction companies. This complexity affects the process of job-site technology dissemination and adoption in which construction companies make decisions to purchase and utilise the new technology. The complexity is one of the reasons that many new remote technologies, positioning and locating systems, lasers and drones, 3D printing, and robots are not widely adopted in the short term, despite vendors making determined efforts to overcome this. Three objectives are investigated in this paper: (i) to define criteria for examining patterns of vendors’ strategies to support technology adoption; (ii) to present fact-based evidence of different vendors’ demonstration methods; and (iii) to present examples of different technology groups based on their required strategies. This paper presents the results of a longitudinal investigation of the construction technology market, including patterns of technology demonstration and a conceptual model of classifying vendors and their technologies in construction market places. The model involves the three most important factors that distinguish technology exhibitors: Physical appearance, Interpersonal relationship and Technology demonstration. Data was collected from technology exhibitions, involving randomly selected vendors. This data was analysed using hierarchical and c-means clustering techniques. The hard-clustering techniques resulted in vendors being placed in five classes based on the elements of the PIT framework. Fuzzy analysis shows how these classes fit into an underlying strategy spectrum. Understanding the strategies used in each class enables new vendors to select their own dissemination strategies based on their own particular circumstances. The practical implication of this study is to present a set of dissemination strategies to new technology stakeholders involved in Industry 4.0. The identified patterns of technology vendor strategies and the novel conceptual model contribute to the body of knowledge in technology diffusion.
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booms and collapses. These fluctuations have a huge impact on the innovation process, including the equipment and tool manufacturers, particularly recently established vendors. Despite this, many business reports indicate that new technologies fail at a stunning rate of 40 to 90% [6,7] depending on the technology type [6–8] and due to lack of training, organisation policy, innovativeness of users, and complexity of the technology. These figures demonstrate that technology dissemination strategies, including different strategies of technology demonstration in the construction industry, are a significant phenomenon, which has been reflected in recent studies [2,9,10].

Sophisticated high technologies have been created in an attempt to offer technological solutions to increase safety and productivity and the complicated challenges facing today’s construction industry. Previous research [4,11–19] suggests that new technologies have a large beneficial effect on overall productivity, quality and safety in construction. However, the whole industry continues to be stagnant in technology adoption and the evidence shows that it is generally resistant to change [11,20–25]. For example, the empirical data from the Melbourne Institute of Applied Economics and Social Research [26] shows that the construction innovation index is always significantly lower than all other industries. For example, CAD technology was developed in the 1960s, but its adoption by construction companies mainly took place two decades later in the US, and much later in Asia and other countries. The technology adoption lag and risk aversion to utilising the technologies, which could be called the “adoption paradox”, are due to many reasons such as the uniqueness of the technologies [27,28], the variability of vendors and companies’ expertise, and the nature of the industry itself [29].

Prior research about technology adoption provides an abundance of theory and evidence regarding how technology is adopted [30]. However, very little is known about how the technology dissemination process is initiated, and how the technology itself is demonstrated to the construction and mining markets. Since some technologies are commonly being used in both construction and mining, both sectors them are covered in this study, while the main focus of the paper is the building construction market.

The literature shows that there are positive impacts from the use of new and advanced technologies in construction [31–33]. However, there has been no consideration of the adoption influencers and vendor behaviour patterns. In addition, there is no understanding of the difference in demonstrating various technology groups from small hand-tools to advanced digital tools. The paper aims to present strategies used for different technology types, and vendors who are demonstrating these technologies. The paper also aims to provide examples of vendors from different classes based on their demonstration strategies which may affect the adoption process in construction. The paper has three main objectives: (i) defining the concept of technology adoption and different strategies of technology demonstration; (ii) identifying vendors’ strategy patterns based on their demonstration activities in the adoption process in the market place. For example, Figure 1 shows how different vendors of heavy equipment successfully attracted many professionals in a construction TE in the US; and (iii) modelling the vendor-customer interactions by identifying key factors. This paper focuses on understanding the varieties of vendors and technologies in construction. While previous research is more industry-focused, this research is technology-oriented to present a pattern of demonstration strategies for different technologies in various market places in order to better understand the adoption process. The paper contributes to understand differences in the trajectory of the dissemination and diffusion of different technologies.

The paper proceeds as follows. First, the relevant concepts and terms of the construction technology adoption are defined and discussed. Then, the inductive method by which the dissemination process unfolds is explored, including how technology demonstrations are initiated in the construction industry.
Next, data is presented from selected exhibitions, including examples of vendor strategies. Then, the Construction Technology Adoption Process (CTAP) [4,34] is used to synthesise the main dissemination strategies including Physical appearance, Interpersonal relationship, Technology demonstration (PIT). Fourth, we discuss the implications of our findings, followed by our conclusions.

2. Terms, Concepts and Theories of Technology Adoption

The key terms used in the literature of technology adoption will be introduced in this section. Defining these terms also will create alignment in thinking of specific technologies and users’ interactions in the construction field, which is interdisciplinary and borrows terms from different contexts such as information systems, engineering, sustainability, economics, marketing and management.

2.1. Digital Construction Technology

From the economics perspective, technology is tied to the concept of productive efficiency. However, technology refers to a broad concept that deals with the use and knowledge of tools, devices, hardware, software, materials, utensils or any specific techniques for doing a process. Jaafar et al. [29] defines technology as tools and infrastructure to support the business function in the construction context.

Jaafar et al. [29] also suggest that users should have adequate skills to use it and an understanding of and belief in the technology. They discuss the notion that enabling and supporting the successful adoption of the technology is a required process. In this case, the management, either an individual or a group, should believe in the technology and support the adoption process within the organisation.

In construction projects, the term “technology” is often used interchangeably with equipment, technical methods, specific construction operation process, specialties, materials and formworks, knowledge and tools [35]. In the present paper, the terms will be restricted to digital tools, hand tools devices, hardware, heavy equipment or machines. Table 1 shows examples of new technologies in construction including: crane equipped with programmable system, unmanned aerial systems, light detection and ranging (lidar) and laser scanners, real-time locating system, autonomous haulage system, global positioning system and radio frequency identification.
Table 1. Selected technology types used in construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crane equipped with programmable system</td>
<td>Programable systems for controlling and monitoring; with a remote control for controlling from outside the operator cabinet; Camera and anti-collision systems [36].</td>
<td>Transport materials vertically and horizontally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmanned aerial Systems/Vehicles (UAS/UAV)</td>
<td>An aircraft without a human pilot aboard used for analysis and inspection of construction sites.</td>
<td>For bridge inspection and damage identification [37], building performance, visualising heat transfer [38].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Detection and Ranging (lidar) and laser scanners</td>
<td>A method using light in the form of a pulsed laser to measure variable distances [39].</td>
<td>As-built modelling [40,41], urban analytics [42,43].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time locating system (RTLS)</td>
<td>A device to locate the current geographic position of an object (e.g., labour or material) and tracking them [44].</td>
<td>To collect traffic data from Site, monitor safety by tracking the locations of both workers, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous Haulage System (AHS)</td>
<td>With a high precision GPS, milliwave radar and optic-fibre gyro to control the exact position of the unmanned trucks [45].</td>
<td>Extend operating times, reduce manpower costs and equipment wear and tear, fuel consumption and emissions [46], eliminate human driving errors [45].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global positioning system (GPS)</td>
<td>A satellite-based navigation system that identifies the position of the electronic device [47].</td>
<td>Track the location of vehicles and estimates materials installation times [44].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio frequency identification (RFID)</td>
<td>Reads, stores and retrieves data by using a radio frequency compatible integrated circuit [44].</td>
<td>Commonly used in indoor areas for tracking (e.g., buildings and hospitals).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Technology Adoption and Dissemination

Continuous use of a technology in a construction activity requires a successful technology adoption process. Howard and Moore [48] found that a company passes through a series of logical steps before they make the purchase decision. These steps can be mental or behavioural at the individual level, but they are more logical and based on policy at the company level. To distinguish this difference, we call it “technology acceptance at the individual (user) level”, and “technology adoption at the organisation (or project) level”. According to Rogers [49], adoption consists of several steps in the purchase process through which the adopter passes to make a decision to adopt or reject the innovation, or a new method or technology. Then, implementation is often considered as the last stage of the technology adoption process or a natural extension of the process altering technology operational sequences [51]. In the literature, the adoption process also refers to the necessary steps to introduce a product into the daily operations of an organisation [52]. However, this paper focuses on the first steps of the adoption process, namely technology demonstration from the vendor’s perspective. Our exhibition investigations and observations provide the empirical foundation upon which we develop an improved construction technology adoption and dissemination model.

Technology adoption encompasses a long and complicated process, which may be affected by technology exhibitions as moderating events. The process involves a series of complex interactions between vendors on one side, and construction companies on the other side. Previous studies relied on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [45,53] and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology model in construction [54]; however, other stakeholder roles such as vendors role and their strategies remain unexplored [45,55]. The literature indicates several significant differences in the
decision-making process in the construction context compared to other industries such as smart cities, mobile banking, e-government, agriculture, manufacturers and e-learning. Anderson and Schaan [56] argued how the process might be different when the advanced manufacturing technologies are totally different to the existing construction production process. Other differences are the environment in which construction takes place [57], the number of interaction parts of the work flow, involvement of several sub-contractors and external companies, complexity and uniformity of tasks and teams to place and time, and the uniqueness of every project. While the effect of these factors on the technology adoption process should be investigated case by case, vendor strategies in the market place, particularly in technology exhibitions, should be evaluated. This paper provides observations of vendor strategies to demonstrate technologies.

2.3. Technology Exhibition

Technology exhibitions (TEs) are intensive market places and multibillion dollar businesses, which are significant events for facilitating the adoption process and communicating with potential adopters. The fundamental premise of exhibitions is to provide an efficient marketplace attracting potential customers for viewing new technologies demonstrated by vendors [58]. The fundamental premise of any construction TE is to provide a venue to bring together all players of the innovation market, and relevant professionals, thereby increasing the interaction between vendors and construction companies in a cost-effective way. Previous studies highlight the importance of TEs in dissemination and technology transfer for business to business marketing [59–61]. However, there is not sufficient scholarly reports from construction TEs to give deep understanding of the current practices of construction technology exhibitions.

TEs are known to be a major channel for technology transfer [62–64] and learning expeditions for potential adopters [65,66]. According to Lee et al. [67], for successful implementation of a high-technology, both sides need good cooperation in order to transfer knowledge about the operation of the equipment. Reychav [68] studied knowledge sharing in trade shows and found that TEs are important since customer-vendor relationships can be initiated or strengthened. Furthermore, a TE contributes to an on-going business relationship for a long period of time, and may increase the trust between both parties. Industry reports show that the performance of TEs are relatively successful for construction technology marketing. Previous studies have frequently highlighted that exhibitions are important tools for industrial marketing [59–61,69,70]. In addition to demonstrating vendors’ know-how and their capability to transfer knowledge, they tend to actively attract visitors and support them to advance the decision process.

3. Theoretical Framework and Gap in the Literature

Interaction and communication between construction companies (i.e., customers) and vendors are required to carry out a deal. Holt and Edwards [71] state that machinery sales analysis ultimately supports business decisions and the sale occurs in an environment characterised with both supply and demand sides. Technology adoption including the purchasing occurs when the construction company identifies a possible solution first. Then vendors should support the customer by providing relevant knowledge and offering technology. Thus, both demand and the knowledge of the technology are the main instigator of new technology adoption. The customer-vendor paradigm finds its origin in demand conditions rather than technology push [72]. Sepasgozar and Davis [4] explains that technology adoption is not an event occurring in one day; rather, it is a process involving a sequence of consecutive phases a construction company passes through up to the implementation phase as shown in Figure 2.
4. Proposed Variables and Hypotheses Development

Technology exhibitions (TEs) are intensive market places that are critical to vendors since they can release and demonstrate their new job-site technologies. At the same time, TEs may support customers to learn about new job-site technologies and collect required information to make their decision to purchase a new construction job-site technology. Thus, analysing observations of TEs enables deep understanding of the existing patterns of vendors’ strategies to support the technology adoption process. Our observations consist of field notes, videos, photos, interview records, conversations manuscripts and evidences of their activities such as visual records. In order to analyse the data, a Gauge Matrix [GM] was constructed primarily based on the TE visits, visit notes and unstructured interviews with vendors at the TEs. 38 variables were identified across four key indicators to measure vendors business behaviour at the TEs. These indicators cover booth design, communication facility, and technology attributes. The physical design of a booth is an important mechanism for grabbing visitors’ attention in a TE. Large booths grab visitors’ attention, and well laid out booths are more likely to draw customers in to initiate the adoption process. Thus, display appearance can be a major factor for effective exhibition marketing [73,74] and contributes to exhibition performance [59].

4.1. Technology Attributes and Relevant Information

Technology attributes play a crucial role in customers’ decisions and the strategy of demonstrating the technology is very important. Situma [75] explains that large industrial technologies could be exhibited under controlled conditions. Complex job-site technologies usually have their own distinctive characteristics that need specific conditions to be exhibited. Vendors marketing strategies are more likely associated with technology attributes. For example, a tool vendor exhibiting a saw would use a smaller booth than a large mobile crane vendor, which needs a more spacious booth to demonstrate functionality of the equipment, compatibility, attachments, and engine parts. In addition, the leading vendors in each category may demonstrate a series of technologies for different tasks. Most of visitors were interested in product information, with the chief reason given for attending a TE being to search for a new technology. A TriComB2B [76] survey shows that 27% of purchasing persons respond that trade publications are important information sources for purchase decisions. Vendors provide more facilities and training technologies to make it easy to understand, compare, and choose. Vendors are willing to provide competent knowledge and transfer technical information to all visitors from each stage of the adoption process looking for opportunities provided by a new
product. According to Geroski [77] vendors are responsible for facilitating the flow of information about new technologies for marketing. Codified knowledge can be found in technology vendors’ manuals. Therefore, thirteen different tactics relevant to technology attributes and disseminating information such as posters and demonstrations are listed in.

Using the measures (refer Section 5), vendors were separately scored for each variable. Then, the cluster analysis algorithm was applied to recognise patterns in the sample of vendors and technologies.

4.2. Vendors Interactions, Communication and Networking Facility

One of the main reasons for vendors to attend a TE is to communicate with potential customers. They invest in creating a suitable area for communication and demonstrating their technologies. In general, both communication channels and avenues from small to large are critical in the dissemination process. A short-term benefit of the communication is to initiate the adoption process at Technology Exhibitions. The adopters get the opportunity to extend their networks of vertical and horizontal relationships to acquire deep and tacit knowledge in each stage of the Construction Technology Adoption Process (CTAP) [4]. The communication facility assists the adopters to get technical or interactive information or build a relationship with technology vendors for future contact. Vendors deploy a wide range of communication sources to make a convenient environment to invite customers, transfer relevant information, support the decision makers, and boost the image of the brand. All these strategies support the idea that the process of technology adoption is actively supported by vendors, which is called dissemination rather than the passive practice called diffusion [78]. According to Hansen [59], vendors at the show communicate to build corporate image and reputation while they create technology interest and transfer knowledge. Therefore, communication is critical for vendors who need to transfer more information related to the adoption process.

There are two networking types that can be important to be identified in the technology adoption process: vertical networking and horizontal web. Vertical networking refers to the customer’s relationship with existing and active vendors. The horizontal web refers to the customer’s relationship with other stakeholders such as associations, partners or regulators. According to Lee et al. [67], in order to transfer technology, tacit knowledge is very important and it can be transferred through a close relationship between the two sides. The literature shows that a strong relationship between vendors and customers, a so-called strong tie, has positively contributed to the CTAP, and is more likely to lead to sharing of sensitive information [79,80]. This relationship is even more significant especially for highly advanced equipment that is more complex than conventional products. Because, complexity is an inhibitor for successful adoption, although, as technology advances it becomes more complex and sensitive to operate [81]. When technologies become complex to understand a number of experts from the vendor’s organisation and the technology manufacturer are usually available to respond to visitor enquires. For example, size and purpose of backhoe buckets vary between equipment types. It will be even more complex when the new backhoes are equipped with digital boards and controlling systems. Therefore, vendors, especially those who offer complex technologies, employ different tactics to facilitate effective communication, such as larger conversation rooms and virtual reality.

Conversation to exchange rich information and written documents known as lean information are two major information flows for the adoption which could be successful in a conventional environment. The literature suggests that the information flow and communication facilitators are measured by various variables such as media, word of mouth [77,82,83], face-to-face conversation [73,84,85], number of salespersons [86], media and print mode, since they may affect the adoption process [78]. lists several key variables which were used to measure vendors’ activities in order to facilitate communication for the purpose of adoption at TEs [78].

Previous studies tended to classify technologies in terms of productivity [15]. However, there is not any reliable or clear classification of different technology types in construction. The TE observations inspire the idea that there are similarities among some vendors within a proposed cluster, while significant differences among clusters of vendors exist. However, the pattern of vendors’ differences
is not understood, which may have significant impacts on the success of commercialisation and technology transfer. Therefore, a numerical measurement of the vendors marketing activities at the TEs is required to explore any existing patterns of vendor strategies in the construction market.

Construction vendors appear to employ different strategies to disseminate job-site technologies in the tight competitive construction technology market. These strategies vary in terms of major factors such as physical display [87], communication channels [49,88,89], technology demonstrations and other sources of capability information [59,77,90]. The question is whether these strategies can be combined into arbitrary assemblages. This paper hypothesises that there are various distinct patterns of consistent strategies and that each vendor will select one of these patterns. This paper also identifies several patterns of strategies utilised by vendors. If this hypothesis is true, then the pattern of strategies chosen by vendors would be strongly influenced by the characteristics of the technology that the vendor is selling. For example, the way that a vendor tries to communicate with customers to share information about a case technology such as a hand screw gun will be very different to the way that they try to communicate an advanced payload truck. In attempting to sell the screw gun, the vendor will focus on demonstrating the equipment to the potential customer, which can be done on a simple counter with a few physical props (such as some screws and a block of wood). However, the truck is more difficult to demonstrate because it is significantly larger, has more features that cannot be seen (such as a Hi-tech rollover protection system), and the details of ongoing maintenance is a greater factor in the customer’s purchase decision. Thus, this paper also hypothesises that there are patterns of vendor strategies that align with classes of products.

The second hypothesis is that the pattern of strategies chosen by each vendor will be strongly influenced by characteristics of the technology that the vendor sells. For example, the way that a vendor would communicate with customers to share/transfer information about a hand screw gun will be very different from the way that they would communicate about an advanced payload truck. In attempting to sell the screw gun, the vendor will focus on demonstrating the equipment to the potential customer, which can be done on a simple counter with a few physical props (such as some screws and a block of wood). However, the truck is more difficult to demonstrate because it is significantly larger, has more features that cannot be seen (such as a Hi-tech rollover protection system), and the details of ongoing maintenance is a greater factor in the customer’s purchase decision. This would appear to cause vendors of similar products to use similar sales strategies and have similar resource allocations. However, this needs to be verified. Thus, this paper also hypothesises that there are patterns of vendor strategies that align with classes of products.

This paper to investigate aspects of the technology which passively affects the process of the technology adoption such as inducement, trial type, purchase method and implementing assessment. It is related to the nature of the technology rather than the level of advancement of the technology. It is hypothesised that vendors’ strategies at the market place are associated with the technology character. It considers whether specific strategies are imposed by the characteristics of the technology. For example, safety features of a loader should be extensively presented to the customers, while software customers have less sensitive to safety features of the software. According to TriComB2B [76], 50% construction customers are concerned about safety features of the technology, while only 23% customers in information technology (IT) are concerned about it. Thus, it is proposed that there are patterns of requirements activities of activities to facilitate marketing of each technology type. The hypothesis is that each technology type follows a specific procedure of technology dissemination in construction.

5. Research Methodology

The main scope of this research is to evaluate the technology dissemination process in the construction industry and develop a conceptual model. In order to record the scientific observation of technology diffusion and dissemination, selected Technology Exhibitions (TEs) were visited, and qualitative data were collected from vendors that provide a variety of common and cutting-edge
construction technologies [78]. Criterion and sequential [91,92] methods were used to select experienced participants for interviews, in order to gain the maximum amount of rich data from the interviews. This method was adopted because the interview aim was elicitation of facts rather than individual behaviour [93]. The first-hand data was collected by attending several TEs or industry gatherings in Sydney, Adelaide, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth, and similar events in North America. Participants from both sides of the process (i.e., customers and vendors) were chosen in order to validate the findings of each group using data triangulation methods [94,95].

Data including photos, unstructured and semi-structured interviews, exhibition directory books, all exhibition hall plans, catalogues and exhibition papers, and specifications were collected. Examples are shown in Figure 3. In addition to conversations with vendors and visitors, vendors’ web pages on the exhibitions’ official website and their own official websites were visited in order to get related information such as company size, type of information, and type of product. According to Belk [96], visual ethnographic methods are widely used in social sciences, such as architecture, to generate theory. In addition, an interdisciplinary method of understanding and contextualising emerges from critical visual analysis, which would be difficult to generate with other forms of data [96,97]. The predominant use of visual photos used in consumer research as experimental stimuli assists in achieving understanding of the phenomenon [96,98]. The rich information associated the adoption activities were collected and 38 measurable variables were defined and used for analysing the TE data sets using NVivo’s image cataloguing functionality.

![Figure 3. Different strategies to collect qualitative data from the technology dissemination process and analyse them in NVivo.](image_url)

Then, photos taken of vendors’ booths, showing their exhibited technologies using different demonstration strategies, were analysed. According to Van Leeuwen and Jewitt [99], content analysis
of photos allows researchers to make quantitative generalisations. He also says that schematic and simplified versions of empirical data could be used to support the sociological argument.

Since this paper aims to classify vendors into groups with similarities in their dissemination strategies, the most appropriate type of analysis is cluster analysis. In order to explore the existing groups of vendors in the construction technology market based on the criteria shown in Table 2, different cluster analysis techniques are employed. The clustering approach is prevalent for analysis of multivariate data [100]. According to Huang [101], objects in the same cluster of vendors are more mathematically similar to each other than objects in different clusters according to some defined criteria. In this study, first partitional clustering algorithms are employed for classifying all vendors based on their adoption behaviours. Then, a hierarchical clustering algorithm recursively finds nested clusters in agglomerative mode [100] within each vendor class, because this algorithm is useful for small groups of data. According to Zhao et al. [102] hierarchical clustering solutions provide a view of the data at different levels of abstraction. After which, the same procedure is utilised using data from a different TE data set to validate the finding.

Different TEs were selected to ensure coverage of most construction technologies, including tools, drilling rigs, cranes, earthmoving equipment and plant. The exhibitions were visited to gather data from vendors who provide a variety of construction job-site technologies. Information collected from TEs include: over 10,000 photos from their booths and demonstrated technologies, exhibition directory books, layout plans of the exhibition’s halls and booths (refer to Figure 3), official websites to obtain company background and technology details; technology specifications, catalogues, notes and transcriptions of vendor interviews and exhibition papers. In order to explore technology in-depth data and support our observations, we employed semi-structured interviews (refer to Figure 4), because of their flexibility to obtaining deep understanding [103]. This research strategy enables the description of the dissemination and adoption process and collect evidence of technology demonstration, and production of new insight [104]. By interviewing both the customer and vendor, we can integrate their perspectives into a larger picture and recognise commonalities [105]. We analysed the data using thematic analysis and open coding techniques, as reflected in grounded theory methods [106] and the Gioia method [107]. The results of the interviews were presented and discussed by Sepasgozar et al. [30,45,108].
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**Figure 4.** Collecting data using the prolonged engagement strategy [4] from different TEs, where vendors used various demonstration strategies.
Table 2. Measurement scale matrix for selected variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score (Rank)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Booth size</td>
<td>0–35</td>
<td>36–70</td>
<td>71–199</td>
<td>200–499</td>
<td>500 and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth designed area</td>
<td>all not designed</td>
<td>&lt;36</td>
<td>37–80</td>
<td>81–100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General booth type</td>
<td>not designed</td>
<td>basic designed</td>
<td>basic designed</td>
<td>upgraded design</td>
<td>unique design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation room</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>a part of inside space</td>
<td>&gt;1 spot for special space</td>
<td>extra room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sale person</td>
<td>1–2 persons</td>
<td>3–5 persons</td>
<td>6–8 persons</td>
<td>9–12 persons</td>
<td>&gt;12 persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of open sides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall height</td>
<td>&lt;2 m</td>
<td>2.1–3</td>
<td>3.1–4</td>
<td>&gt;4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table position</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Back</td>
<td>Side Perimeter</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting and electricals</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>light focused on the product</td>
<td>extra lighting</td>
<td>designed color lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand maturity</td>
<td>unknown or new</td>
<td>known by local people</td>
<td>known by some experts</td>
<td>known by experts</td>
<td>known by most of users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset value (*1000)</td>
<td>&lt;$9</td>
<td>$10–29</td>
<td>$30–59</td>
<td>$60–199</td>
<td>&gt;$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of exhibited technologies</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>4 to 6</td>
<td>7 to 10</td>
<td>11 to 15</td>
<td>&gt;15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology demonstration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>simple show</td>
<td>special demo-static</td>
<td>dynamic, virtual demo</td>
<td>live demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting potential of technology</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>simple show</td>
<td>showing the capability</td>
<td>maximum capability</td>
<td>interactions with other machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology models</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>one simple model/Parts</td>
<td>Handicrafts/ models</td>
<td>cut/section model</td>
<td>site model/sort of products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showcases</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Simple/table for cases</td>
<td>short glass case</td>
<td>tall glass case</td>
<td>designed glass case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand displays</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>simple brochure stand</td>
<td>folding/swing up stand</td>
<td>designed stands</td>
<td>shelves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of posters</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster size</td>
<td>&lt;A2</td>
<td>2*A2</td>
<td>3*A2</td>
<td>5*A2</td>
<td>&gt;5 A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster content</td>
<td>product series/model-photo</td>
<td>key aspects-product dimension</td>
<td>specific technology photo</td>
<td>product capacity</td>
<td>product full specification/in-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising material print out brochure</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>flyer</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>5–8</td>
<td>&gt;8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor catalogue hand out</td>
<td>general Tech/brand</td>
<td>technology written explanation</td>
<td>photo-specific series-separately</td>
<td>Eng. sketching-graph</td>
<td>in-use sketching-performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video and Visualisation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>audio/a laptop or computer</td>
<td>video LCD</td>
<td>simulator/videos</td>
<td>live noise-product noise and performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Advertising</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>&lt;3 cases</td>
<td>4–6 cases</td>
<td>7–10 cases</td>
<td>&gt;11 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Staff</td>
<td>1–2 persons</td>
<td>3–5 persons</td>
<td>6–8 persons</td>
<td>9–12 persons</td>
<td>&gt;12 persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function of Staff</td>
<td>advertiser</td>
<td>sale person</td>
<td>expert</td>
<td>mechanic</td>
<td>managers and technicians</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The literature highlights the fact that a multitude of strategies are used by vendors for disseminating job-site technologies at TEs [78]. For example, the literature claims that physical appearance is one of the major strategies used to disseminate technologies [75]. Interactions between the vendor’s staff and the potential customers is also claimed to be a key factor because communication and strong customer-vendor relationships [67,109] positively contribute to adoption by sharing information [49,79,80], facilitating technology transfer [59] and building rapport [110]. These factors have been broken into individual variables (refer) for use in the cluster analysis.

It is proposed that vendors may follow different strategies which can be categorised into several specific patterns of dissemination strategies. Therefore, pattern recognition algorithms might be useful for analysing the data to try to identify different disseminating and marketing patterns. Three clustering algorithms, hierarchical, k-means and fuzzy c-means (FCM), were used to give both hard and soft compartmentalisation clusters. Sepasgozar, Davis [78] used the FCM clustering method, which is useful for seeing the spectrum of strategies that vendors use, and they also used K-means clustering, which is useful for grouping individual vendors into clusters. The k-means clustering was used to find out whether different vendors in each cluster shared activities and characteristics that might account for the common scope/extent of business activities associated with that cluster [78]. The similarities between vendors in the same class are high, while those between vendors in different groups are low. This classification assisted in identifying technology groups that could be affected by the vendors’ strategies to support the decision makers. This pattern can be called the vendor-technology paradigm, which most likely affects the visitors’ decision to purchase the technology or ignore it. In order to hierarchically and visually analyse the pattern within a class of vendors, Hierarchical cluster analysis is employed when each class members are identified by the k-means algorithm.

6. Data Analysis and Results

This section summarises the identified purposes of attending different TEs by vendors and visitors. Vendors employ different strategies to present their job-site technologies in TEs such as different booth designs, interactions and relationships with customers, and the way they demonstrate their technologies. The decision to purchase a major piece of construction jobsite technology is not a simple transaction process. Instead, it is more like the start of a relationship, because customers need the vendor’s experience of using technologies and also their after sales services. Construction site job technologies will always require replacement of wear and spare parts, and it is much more common to have the vendor involved in maintenance. Thus, they will focus on whether they are confident that the vendor will both be around to support them (i.e., not have gone out of business) and have a good reputation for actually supplying this support in a timely manner. The vice president of a pump company explains:

“Customers check all the technical data. [...] They check technology, cost of machine per year. Very often they ask the sub-supplier [local dealers] can you do a spare and wear parts proposal for one year when the pump is working 8000 h per year. They analyse the technical, commercial, delivery time, then they come to a decision. It’s not the cheapest that gets the order, the most reliable gets the order. Technology and delivery time: this is important.” (26.20 #cn1)

The interview data shows that equipment rental companies are very sensitive to brands and relationship with vendors. For example, a rental company discusses that brand makes customers confident; because they trust the brands that they know and have experience of. Another customer says that “brands represent a lot of things” and then explains: “some brands provide superior service, and parts availability . . . ” However, the interviews show that when customers think of a brand they not only think about the equipment itself and its capabilities and quality, but also the relationship that they can build with the vendor and the after sales service that they will receive. The interviews show that customers are attracted to prominent brand name technologies, even if they are not able to afford to purchase them. They will then use the prominent brand name technology as a benchmark for
comparing more affordable technologies. The interviewees from equipment rental companies have a particular preference for purchasing prominent brand name equipment, and developing long term relationship with the supplies, because they can get better services and cheaper prices compared to what is offered to smaller contractors.

According to Reychav [62], TE is a unique occasion which enables collaboration between two sides in a limited time and space which may be characterised by its dynamic nature. In construction, the vendor-construction company relationships are crucial instead of just a transaction-specific investment. For example, in a tunnelling or bridging project, both contractors and tunnelling technology vendors should collaborate and cooperate for redesigning of technology, production scheduling and knowledge exchanges throughout their relationship. Reychav [68] studied knowledge sharing in a trade show and concluded that customer-vendor relationships initiated or strengthened in a TE contribute to an on-going business relationship for a long period of time after TEs. In this term, the vendors’ role to take appropriate strategy to support the adoption process is crucial. According to Godar and O’Connor [84], in the traditional type of interaction buyers contact salespersons, while in TEs, the interaction is more under the control of the vendor. In fact, vendors take different strategies to influence the decision makers (Figure 5). Thus, TEs are important places to study patterns of vendor-customer interactions, and to explore how they build relationships, their business behaviour, and identify a technologies typology.

According to Hommels et al. [111], knowledge is crucial for customers to successfully use a new technology. They attend TEs to identify possible solutions for improving their current practice by learning from new methods and technologies and collecting relevant information for making decisions to address their challenges or needs. Several participants pointed out that without the previous identification of a need, the adoption process would not be launched in a construction company. This observation is in line with the problem solving theory discussed by Felin and Zenger [112], and a direct extension of identifying the state of the customer.

For further analysis, the data collected from two TEs were carefully prepared for statistical analysis. The hierarchical analysis method was employed to group vendors. In order to create these dendograms each factor was normalised to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of unity. Principle component analysis was used to find the major components. The components were then used in hierarchical clustering analysis using Ward’s method. This involves starting with all vendors in separate clusters. Step 1 joins the closest two vendors into a single cluster, with the rest still in their own clusters. Each subsequent step involves joining the vendor that is next closest to another vendor with the cluster that that vendor belongs to.

Figure 5. The process of technology adoption in the first stages at TEs.
In both TE1 and TE2 similar hierarchies were found for the first 5 levels. In each case there is a large horizontal distance between 5 clusters and 6 clusters, and the range for which 5 clusters applies is in approximately the same rescaled distance range. Furthermore, the branching pattern for the 5 clusters is the same in both data sets as can be seen in Figure 6.

In order to examine the adoption activities or strategies, booth attributes [73] such as booth size, designed area, location, number of closed or open sides of the booth, general design type, flooring, wall and hanging are considered as measurements of vendors’ passive strategies. The five clusters are similar to those found by Sepasgozar et al. [78] and summarised in Table 3.
Table 3. Examples for each cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Attitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>booth design area; food catering; live celebrities; &gt;12 booth staff; technology live demonstration</td>
<td>Focused on brand awareness, provide references from previous customers at booth, developed relationships, made engineers and after sales persons available, provided conversation areas, established an anchor booth. Could be called “brand vendors” [113] or “leader vendors” [65]. Attractive to potential adopters to communicate with [113].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>&gt;165M far from main distance; located close to class A vendors; three sides of their booth open; upgraded designed; 4M product height.</td>
<td>Relatively spacious booth without dynamic and extensive environment. Could be called “niche/defender vendors”. Established spacious space for communication; used unique colour for both and product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class C</td>
<td>2–3 sides of their booth open; upgraded designed booth; big size posters.</td>
<td>Peninsula-type booth [113]. They want to be differentiated than competitors of class B or D. Made conversation special space available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class D</td>
<td>~71 to 199 M2 booth size; sited close to a road; close to class B or C located; two sides of booths open; 2 M wall high; known by professionals.</td>
<td>Brand shopper for tools and light equipment that could not be offered by class A vendors, are targeted. Because brand maturity of these vendors is greater than class E vendors. This cluster is comparable with class E because of the similarity of their technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class E</td>
<td>Used table/desk/cases for technology; used less socialisation; 4–6 product lines at booth; used one simple model or section.</td>
<td>Utilised low-cost strategies made awareness of existence, used basic configurations, include entrepreneur vendors; the smallest booth size distinguish them; according to Gopalakrishna [113], niche tool shoppers are interested to these vendors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Theoretical Model Development for Technology Dissemination

Applying the trade show literature to the strategies utilised by construction technology vendors at TEs offers a new approach to understanding dissemination in the construction industry. The dissemination process in construction has not been empirically investigated previously, and hence the theory describing this process is undeveloped. Major construction technologies are very expensive, and the wrong choice will result in poor project performance, leading to large financial losses. Consequently, decisions regarding the adoption of new construction technologies follow lengthy processes, in some cases extending for over a year. This adds to the slow diffusion rate in construction. It means that widespread adoption of new technologies can take several years in the construction industry to be achieved. However, vendors may not be able to wait for such a long time for their market to be established, leading to either the vendor going bankrupt or abandoning the product. Vendors not only rely on the diffusion process (let it happen), but instead spend a great deal of money and proactively apply a variety of dissemination strategies (make it happen). Developing interpersonal relationships during dissemination increases the likelihood that customers will decide to adopt the technology. Due to the limited market for construction technologies vendors seek targeted marketing opportunities. One critical marketing channel used for construction technologies is technical exhibitions. Results from the present study show that vendors have similar dissemination strategies in each cluster (see [78]) offering similar technologies.
One way to understand vendors’ strategies in these clusters and classes is to separate the strategies into three categories as shown in Figure 7: (a) Physical appearance, (b) Interpersonal relationship, (c) Technology demonstration. The PIT framework is offered primarily as a way of structuring the results, although the discussion herein will provide support for its general validity.

**Figure 7.** The PIT framework for construction technology dissemination strategies. (a–c) refer to the dissemination strategies discussing in the next section.

### 7.1. Physical Appearance

Vendors allocate many resources to design and establish a booth in a TE to attract visitors. Using physical aspects of the booth for marketing is called impersonal booth promotion in the trade show literature [86] and serves to attract the target audience [58]. These aspects include better booth location, more entrance and space, and more sophisticated booth design including colour, light and materials used to establish the booth. Lee and Kim [114] state that bigger booths attract more potential customers to visit, and also result in increasing exposure of the technology to customers. The observations show that vendors in Class A focus on the characteristic of their booth and spend much more resources on their booth design compared to the other clusters of vendors (Figure 8).

**Figure 8.** Different classes (cases and examples) from TE observations including vendors activities at the early stage of the technology adoption from different classes. (a) standard design, (b) Hitachi's large and with artistic design, World Class Hydraulic Excavator Hitachi.
Communication channels are critical in the technology adoption process, because the information about vendors and their technologies can travel through the communication sources to the potential customers. It has been frequently cited that better communication would increase the success of dissemination and may facilitate the adoption process. Lee et al. [85] did a survey on IT adoption in the field of internet banking and suggested that communication factors are important predictors of the adoption. They also conclude that conversation (rich information) and written documents (lean information) are the two major communication modes [85]. Different communication channels such as word of mouth [77,82,83], face-to-face conversation [73,84,85], media and print mode are reported as communication sources. TE observations showed that vendors use a variety of strategies to communicate with potential adopters. A number of experts from the dealer office or manufacturer were available to respond visitors' enquires, provide more information, and possibly build relationships with potential customers. This will be discussed in the following section. For example, size and purpose of backhoe buckets vary between equipment types and may affect the productivity and the benefits of customers. Vendors offer a specific product which potentially fits the task as the “best” solution for a particular customer at this stage by highlighting the capability of their job-site technologies and offer deals which customise the product or provide a versatile tool. In addition, a potential customer needs more information and evidence about the machine. Since booths usually are small sized and there are limitations to show how a technology works, vendors tend to use virtual environments and advanced visualisation technologies to show how their technology is working in an attractive way. Figure 9 shows examples of virtual reality and visualisation tools recently used by vendors in different TEs. As one would expect, large number of visitors came to gather technical information. Codified knowledge can be found in technology suppliers’ manuals. However, the booth provides a direct channel for face-to-face contacts between experts and a potential customer with a problem or a need. However, vendors also provide competent knowledge and technical information to visitors looking for opportunities provided by a new job-site technology.

The TE visits show that class A vendors invest thousands to millions of dollars on their external appearance and physical configuration by designing anchor booths and utilising different visualisation tools. Anchor booths are typically much larger than average booths and vendors use eye-catching signage, visualisation tools, giveaways and a large number of booth staff. According to Soilen [115], larger and more elaborate booths are a signalling mechanism to tell customers that this particular vendor is “the obvious choice”. The observation and collected evidence at TEs show that vendors with similar strategies offered technologies that were similar at least in one character. For example, Caterpillar or Hitachi vendors had a unique design booth and exhibited new technologies such as powerful piling technology using visual and learning tools and competent interlocutors. They also had a specific conversation room, and leisure interaction opportunities. Hitachi used a specific and beautiful booth highlighting the brand as a part of the design including more than twelve booth staff, performing live music and magic lights in a spacious area for conversation at a selected TE. Hyundai presented backhoes using similar strategies at the show. These vendors used more communication channels to assimilate information regarding the cutting-edge technology, whereas a mini pump is exhibited by a vendor at a standard booth using less communication and providing less information sources. Habets et al. [116] studied the adoption of innovative asphalt equipment in road construction and concluded that road construction companies with more knowledge have a preference for technologies that are more complex. Indeed, the specific characteristics of a technology could affect the vendor strategies for induction or offering the technology.

At the same time, in the same trade environment, the Ozzi Kleen exposed their technology in a Standard Box Tent type of booth with a sale person without any other attractive elements, or entertainment and communication facilities. For example, the data from TE2 shows that about 31% of vendors had small booths called standard with only one open side for serving the visitors. Likewise, less than 10% of vendors competitively had unique displays that is spacious and fully open sides in a good spot performing live demonstration or using lighting to attract visitors.
Virtual reality presentations are a new trend in recent TEs. (a) TE Sydney 2018; (b) light rail simulator at the rail TE in 2017; (c) A rail contractor at Brisbane Rail TE 2017; (d) training; (e) Hitachi depot tour at Ashfield and West London, at Brisbane Rail TE 2017; (f) European Train Control System demonstration at Brisbane Rail TE 2017. Note: This method of presentation grabs visitor’s attention, and these booths receive more visitors than other booths. Recently, two groups of vendors offer such experience at TEs: (i) pioneers and (ii) VR suppliers.

More investigations at TEs show that the vendors implement similar strategies to offer similar technologies. For example, in front of the unique Hitachi’s booth, Caterpillar established a unique design booth with live art performance and magic light (refer to Figure 10). Both also used variety of communication channels including multi-media tools to assimilate information regarding their new technologies. According to TriComB2B [76], 50% of construction customers are mainly concerned about the safety features of the technology, while 23% customers in information technology (IT) are concerned about it. Therefore, technology application, e.g., safety, features and availability of relevant information, where the technology is complicated could affect the vendors’ marketing strategies and the customers’ decision.

7.2. Interpersonal Relationship

Customers need some information about the vendor itself and after sale services. They are willing to trust the vendor or dealer if the dealer has enough liability and responsibility or a reputation for giving reliable services. The buyer can start a relationship and acquire sufficient information at booths. According to Lee et al. [67], transfer of tacit knowledge of the equipment is very important and it can be done with a close relationship between the two sides. Such as strong relationship, so called strong tie, exhibited in buyer – vendor relationships that has positively contributed to the adoption are more likely to lead to sharing of sensitive information [79,80]. Thus, vendors support visitors to make a decision to move forward based on a variety of elements of booths.
When the product is complex or has some intangible aspects, customers seek word-of-mouth information from experienced sources to better understand it [117]. Interpersonal relationships refer to any personal activities used in order to attract potential customers, follow up initial conversations toward placing an order, encourage customers to be referees and generate positive word of mouth in different events (Figure 10), and keep customers happy so that they will make future purchases.

![Figure 10.](image-url) A vendor demonstrates their excavators in a large continental TE. Several excavators are dancing while music was playing. The dance of excavators attracted hundreds visitor’s attention to this vendor and their product (CONEXPO 2014, US).

Vendors with high membership coefficients toward Cluster II (e.g., class D and class E) use their interpersonal relationship skills to draw attention to how good their product is. These products are much simpler and so customers anticipate less need for support and have greater confidence that they can appraise the technology themselves for their own use. Interpersonal relationships are important in the context of the technical exhibition because they are what draw customers to the particular products. Booths using Cluster II strategies do not have much in the way of displays that the customers can interact with on their own, so more emphasis is laid on customers interacting with the staff. Poor interpersonal interactions are a problem, because if a customer is turned off then they will not spend enough time thinking about the product to move towards purchasing it. However, good interaction will leave customers with positive feelings that will more likely lead them towards a purchase.

The type of technologies that are promoted using Cluster I (e.g., class A and class B) vendors strategies tend to be much more expensive, more critical to the success of a project, and have a greater need for customisation on site. Therefore, vendors of these technologies use their interpersonal relationship skills to convince customers that they will be there for them when needed. In particular that they will be able to customise the technology, be available for support at short notice and be able to make any necessary modifications or repairs rapidly and provide spare parts for a long time (e.g., ten years). Also, because these technologies cost a lot of money the risk associated with purchasing the wrong technology is very large and because the technologies are more complex it is more difficult for the customer to determine if the technology is the right one for them. The strategies in Cluster I exude strength and trustworthiness of the vendor. This helps to allay the anxiety and uncertainty of the customer. Providing a greater range of experts encourages the customer to trust the vendor when a particular technology is singled out as the solution to their needs.

In addition, vendors that focus on Cluster I strategies tend to provide featured space devoted to conversation (e.g., space, chairs, and tables) with customers. The provision of a spacious conversation area, food catering and social functions and entertainment encourages their current customers to attend. This attendance not only helps the vendor maintain their relationship with existing customers, but it also means that existing customers are available as referees and low-cost sources of trustworthy information to potential adopters. The entertainment aspect has been reported as a significant contributor to the perception of the exhibition effectiveness from the customer’s point of view [118], and to the generation of positive word-of-mouth [117,119]. However, vendors using cluster II strategies devote their limited
resources towards such items as written documents (e.g., exhibition papers, flyers) to communicate with customers. Therefore, they may not be able to build and follow up on such relationships at the individual level. The literature outside construction reports that relationship development is a key measure for vendor performance at an exhibition [86,114,120]. Therefore, vendors using Cluster II strategies will foster relationships through actions such as mass mailings.

7.3. Technology Demonstration

Technology demonstration refers to showing customers what the technology can do. This can be done by bringing the technology to the show and demonstrating it, bringing scale models to the show, showing videos that feature the technology in action, and/or displaying posters that explain the technology using techniques such as cut away drawings. Complexity is known as an inhibitor for successful adoption in general. Likewise, complexity is negatively associated with adoption in construction, while over time technology gradually becomes more complex and sensitive to operate. Vendors and manufacturers provide more facilities and training for more complex technologies to make them (1) easy to understand (2) easy to operate, (3) easy to maintain and repair.

Vendors with high membership coefficients toward Cluster I commonly bring large items of technology to the exhibition for display. This has the dual advantage of being eye catching and also giving customers a chance to see the technology. When possible, the vendor will set things up so that the customer can see the technology in operation. This was particularly the case in the Perth exhibition where most booths were outdoors so that large amounts of space were available for these demonstrations. It was observed that these demonstrations attract crowds of customers to look at the technology in operation. This gives these vendors a greater opportunity to start relationships with many potential customers.

Vendors with high membership coefficients toward Cluster II are more likely to have static displays rather than dynamic ones. Also, they tend to sell smaller items (light technology or tools) therefore if demonstrations are used to attract attention it is more the showmanship of the demonstrator that catches attention rather than the technology itself. Examples are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Examples for different clusters of vendors.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vendors in both clusters will often encourage the customer to interact with the technology. For vendors of Cluster I, this might involve letting the customer sit in the cabin and operate the machine to experience its capability and flexibility. Many construction technologies now have sophisticated control systems (e.g., GPS controlled graders and dozers) that the customer may not fully comprehend the benefit of without experiencing. Similarly, tool vendors who follow Cluster II strategies will often provide a spacious booth area or large tables and cases (see the previous section) to demonstrate their technology or tools to the customers. The aim in this case is to allow the customer to pick up the tool to
better visualise using that particular technology. Smith et al. [121] examined purchase acceleration for new products for vendors both with and without exposure at trade shows. They conclude that exposure to a trade show can "accelerate a customer’s progression through the buying process." One of the aims of exposing at exhibitions is technology demonstration [63,65], and public demonstration of technology is also known to be a critical aspect of marketing [122]. The results show that most vendors put effort into demonstrating technology in static (Figure 11) and dynamic ways at TEs (Figure 12). However, different ways of exposure of the technology itself have not been paid much attention in the literature generally; this is particularly the case in the industrial trade show literature.

![Figure 11. Demonstrating new formwork systems in different ways including written and visual information of previous projects in different contexts.](image)

Technologies also can be grouped in order to investigate how different technologies need relevant resources to be presented in a TE. The first type of technologies consists of heavy equipment, concreting, lifting and handling equipment, earthmoving equipment and construction plant which are provided by vendors of class A and class B.

The vendors of this group of technologies often use a wide range of different tools to attract visitors, communicate and transfer knowledge. For example, Hitachi used carefully designed island booth with LCD multimedia stands, weather proof stand frames, fabric wall displays, hanging posters, raised deck flooring and live demonstrations using sound and red lighting to focus attention on themselves.
Different types of information are shown in Table 5. Caterpillar also had live acoustic demonstrations to attract the attention of attendees. Using the k-means algorithm, it is revealed that these high-performance vendors/leaders were in tight competition and tried to dominate the TE.

Table 5. Examples of information types and tools to make it available to customers at TEs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper-based information</td>
<td>Catalogue, brochure, expo directory book, news and advertisements in newspapers</td>
<td>Folding brochure stands, open shelf stands, mesh brochure stands, swing up brochure stands, LCD multimedia stands, weather-proof stand frames, hanging fabric rails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static displays</td>
<td>Teardrop flags, posters, floor poster displays, billboard displays, Poster displays in weather-proof coverings, wall banners, weather-proof light boxes</td>
<td>Flags, billboard frameworks, wall hangings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D models</td>
<td>Real samples and a section of a model</td>
<td>Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital devices</td>
<td>LED, LCD, simulators</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad casting and web-based</td>
<td>Video, clips, the TE electronic or online directory, digital or online advertisement</td>
<td>TV, radio, and other electronic devices, internet network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social events and live demonstration</td>
<td>Inside and out-side TEs</td>
<td>Invitation letters, advertisements, oral invitations and flyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales people at booths</td>
<td>Oral explanation, motivational speakers, developing contacts to provide further information</td>
<td>Special space to chat, meeting room, VIP, extra chairs with refreshments and other attractions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Class A vendors were spaced in a separate and much more spacious pavilion to offer their new solutions containing cutting-edge technologies at the trades show. The world’s largest makers of construction machinery such as Caterpillar, Komatsu, and Hitachi, Terex and Doosan are some of examples of technology class A. The class A vendors are reported as world’s largest construction machinery markets (in order) in 2011 [123] and have unique diffusion and adoption strategies. Class B vendors exhibited mostly similar types of equipment to class A vendors. Furthermore, they used less strategies to support the adoption process than the class A vendors. Figure 13 shows how a truck was demonstrated in a TE and the vendor tries to display the capability of truck to work in difficult terrains. This would appear to cause vendors of similar products to use similar sales strategies and have similar resource allocations. However, this needs to be verified.

![Figure 13. Different strategies to demonstrate the capability of job-site technologies at TEs. Demonstrating a truck capability to customers in a TE at Perth. Annotations in the figure are quotes from the demonstrators in the exhibitions.](image)

This section intends to provide evidence of technology demonstration. Class A vendors use unique attractive booths overseen by professionals and staffed by welcoming marketing staff ready to discuss their technologies, of which a sample or large model might be available in the booth. Some of vendors in this class, arranged in a large part of the exhibition for live demonstration are shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Figure 14. Live demonstrations at TEs. (a, b) demonstrating how ease of control an excavator is, by operating the excavator by a teenager at a TE. (c) demonstrating a scale model of a batching plant. (d) demonstrating a surveying tool including laser leveling for measuring distance in a TE.

Visitors have further opportunities to discuss their decision during the demonstration in a separated space in the booth, where coffee or food were provided by the vendor to encourage visitors to remain for a while to communicate. This special room is used for networking and discussion with decision makers which, outside of the event, are not available to sale persons to induce. They prefer face-to-face exposure, advanced audio-visual programmes, hands-on activities, live performances and live entertainment.

Vendors from class A mostly tend to be dominant at TEs and tried to grab visitors’ attention to their brands. This could enable visitors to recall the product later with a good feeling towards the brand for inquiries and further communication. The dominance could also affect the target customers to feel confident about the potential solution and the vendor who is supposed to support the decision maker during the adoption process.

Previous studies in technology diffusion identified that Word of Mouth positively affects the technology diffusion process and facilitates the adoption process. Cluster I vendors used more than 10 personnel at the booth to attract new customers and communicate new technologies and provide required information to them. Vendors’ from Cluster I technologies such as Komatsu and Hitachi provided evidence about maintenance, engine reliability, emission, easy operation, and after sales support plans. This cluster of vendors need more communication channels and efficient strategies to make the decision makers because they need to make the buyer confident about the future implementation process and after sale services. Class A vendors have more resources, and therefore, are more passionate to make relationship with the target and potential customers.

8. Research Implications and an Agenda for Future Studies

In this study, we found distinct strategies by which the dissemination process is initiated. This is ignored in previous studies, which they focused on modelling the technology adoption process itself [124,125] or identified influential factors [126] rather than identifying the decision makers initial state and the adoption mechanism. Understanding the state is critical, because then we can modify the adoption decision and offer updated dissemination models based on relevant customers and the current practices. This study detailed the dissemination process and focused on technology demonstration by exploring three main strategies that reflect the job-site technology demonstration process. Previous studies suggested different taxonomies of potential adopters, such as innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards [127], pioneers and followers in in the construction industry [45],
and visionaries and pragmatists [128] in information technologies. These taxonomies well define different characters of decision makers, but provide little guidance to vendors to disseminate new technologies, which may affect the future patterns of adoption [129].

The findings of this study provide critical information to vendors to deeply understand how competitors begin the process of demonstrating their technologies in different TEs. Using the PIT model, vendors can adapt the presentation, demonstration and communication of their technological offerings in order to achieve greater market share and faster adoption. In particular, newer vendors can learn from the empirical model because it encapsulates some of the best practices of experienced vendors in the industry.

More investigations are needed to generalise the findings of this research across different countries as well as to study the subsequent stages of the process. Similarly, we have limited our research to only one industry, and the process may be different for other industries.

The dissemination process has not received enough attention in construction [34,45,130]. The main research question which should be investigated further is ‘what are the vendors role in the construction technology adoption process’. The present paper presented the observation and analysis of several TEs as extensive marketplace for disseminating new technologies in construction. However, TEs have not been investigated previously from these different perspectives and so there are several research questions raised during this study that should be addressed in the future.

**Research issue 1:** how vendors disseminate their technologies in different contexts and countries. This question is important, since the current study shows that vendors may affect the adoption process, and this may speed up the adoption process which has been of concern for decades in the construction industry.

**Research issue 2:** what type of vendors’ dissemination strategies are most effective in the technology adoption process. The answer of this question is critical since vendors can then invest in the most effective strategy. The present paper shows that vendors utilise many different strategies and spend thousands to millions of dollars to demonstrate their technologies in different TEs around the world. However, there is not any detailed information whether any specific strategy might be very effective, and this information would enable them to disseminate their technologies with less problems and communication barriers.

**Research issue 3:** to what extent are green technologies and sustainable factors important to potential adopters in construction. The primarily investigation shows that these factors are less likely to have an effect on their decisions. This process should be investigated further but it requires deep understanding of the adoption process and investigating the vendors’ role and strategies. Figure 15 shows vendors attempt to show their job-site technologies are green and have less footprint in environment.

**Research issue 4:** Visitors also can be categorised, and their typologies can be specifically identified. Customers could be divided into various categories based on different aspects such as the size of their company, nature of their organisation (e.g., family business or corporation), and/or their innovativeness (e.g., pioneers and followers) [45]. In the present paper, visitors are categorised according to their intention, need, information level and vendors marketing behaviours.

They can be also grouped based on their needs: (i) visitor/customer has an urgent need/problem for which the vendor has partial know-how and technology; (ii) the same need but there is no previous business relationship existing (no brand loyalty); (iii) the vendor has the know-how and technology because they have done business before. Many other scenarios might be existing in the market but there is no investigation and available studies to help vendors to set their marketing strategies accordingly. In response to the customer’s type of agenda-relatedness browsing, vendors will take different actions. The vendors may use different strategies to attract visitors who may or may not know about the vendors. When a visitor pauses in front of the booth they intend to know whether this vendor’s solution is potentially fit to their task and can solve their problem or boost the productivity, quality or speed of their construction operation.
Research issue 5: Digital technologies can be divided into five groups: (i) office work technologies such as IT and ICT. These types of technologies are more similar to software and apps which are applied and investigated in other contexts such as agriculture, banking, e-government and smart cities. (ii) design technologies such as Building Information Modelling [131–133], Geographic Information Systems; (iii) job-site controlling technologies such as RFID, IoT sensors [33]; laser scanners [41–43,134–136], cameras for site management, physical progress monitoring [137] and productivity, safety and security, (iv) production technologies such as 3D Printing [138]; and (v) dependent high technologies, such as GPS, Radar and remote controlling devices and diagnostic systems attached or imbedded in heavy equipment such as Grader or Crane. The dissemination and adoption processes of the third group of technologies namely dependent digital technologies are complicated since it is a combination of a digital system and heavy equipment which will be produced by two different manufacturers. The implementation challenges of these technologies should be specifically investigated further in different contexts.

9. Conclusions

The purpose of the present research was to extend our understanding of ‘technology demonstration’ strategies in the construction market. While previous studies have focused on technology dissemination and adoption processes in general, this paper investigated how a technology can be demonstrated. In addition, the paper presented a new framework (PIT) describing construction technology dissemination considering three main strategic aspects: “Physical appearance”, “Interpersonal relationship”, and “Technology demonstration”. While previous studies discussed vendors’ and customers’ behaviour, they have not provided in-depth information about the way a technology can be demonstrated in the construction industry.

In order to analyse the dissemination process for job site technologies in the construction market, we need to identify patterns of vendors and explore their specific and suitable strategies. Three objectives were reviewed in this paper: (i) define criteria for examining patterns of vendors’ strategies to support construction companies; (ii) present evidence of different vendors’ demonstration methods within different clusters; (iii) give examples of technology groups based on their required demonstration strategies. To accomplish the objectives, vendors’ activities of several exhibitions were examined, and the selected booths were analysed using 38 variables with a five-point Likert scale. Then, the hierarchical clustering algorithms were used to classify vendors to explore patterns of vendors’ behaviour for supporting technology adoption process.
This study departs from previous dissemination investigations in several ways: (1) it looks at the way to assimilate information of new technologies, (2) it investigates how vendors demonstrate their products at different TEs and provides evidence for further understanding of technology demonstration based on such large empirical data, (3) it includes the cluster and thematic analysis of multiple sets of rich data to increase the robustness and generalisability of the results. This paper also presents a valuable research setting for the construction domain, because the technology adoption process is relatively slow [139], and the technology demonstration strategies may positively affect the technology adoption process.

The original contributions of the findings of this paper lie in its careful design, collection of large set of first hand data from various TEs from Australia and North America. In addition, the analysis of selected booths from vendors against the developed criteria to establish a scientifically sound understanding of the technology demonstration in the construction market is based on an innovative research method. A hierarchical cluster analysis showed that the vendors along this spectrum generally fitted into five classes. It is important to articulate the technology demonstration methods in the construction market, as it may affect the construction companies’ intention to purchase and utilise a new technology in their projects. Job-site technology exhibitions are an environment in which technology is demonstrated and related information is assimilated effectively, since TEs focus on a face-to-face environment for communication between vendors and customers. Vendors are able to take advantages of opportunities at these TEs to generate awareness about their products and to impact a company’s adoption decision.

The practical implication of the paper is to provide a set of marketing strategies and three key strategies to new vendors, to innovators and manufacturers, and to exhibition planners. By clearly delineating the current demonstration practices used in the industry this paper enables new vendors to see what the best strategy for them is for demonstrating their new technologies. While there will always be improvements in the strategies available for demonstrating new technologies such as virtual environments, it is important to know what the current practice is. Innovators, TE organisers and manufacturers can use knowledge of these patterns of vendor strategies and how they relate to different technologies when selecting which vendor(s) to use for introducing their new technology to the market. More specifically, industry bodies that organise TEs can use this knowledge of the vendors’ strategy pattern to improve the overall ability of TEs to provide appropriate spaces and equipment to vendors to demonstrate their technologies.

Future directions and research issues were discussed in the paper, and it was suggested that the design taxonomy of physical booths and strategies are also required to communicate with customers. The PIT model also should be verified in different contexts in terms of how contact and relationships are established during preliminary discussions in order to reach the adoption decision. What is the vendors’ strategy and procedure in proceeding to support a new customer and allowing them to trial a new technology in a real context? And what are the main factors influencing vendors’ booth design and communication strategies?
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